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Abstract

Objective: To analyze the correlation between relevant factors and radiation-induced

nasopharyngeal ulcer (RINU) in primary nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) treated

with intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT).

Methods: Clinical data were collected for 599 patients with newly diagnosed NPC

who had completed IMRT. The entire cohort was randomly divided into two sub-

groups. The relationship between RINU and IMRT dose-volume were statistically

analyzed with ROC curves and the Chi-square test. Nutritional status during and after

treatment was compared between patients with vs without RINU.

Results: The results obtained showed that dose-volume had no effect on the inci-

dence of RINU (P > .05). Nutrition-related parameters differed significantly between

patients with vs without RINU (P < .05).

Conclusion: The results obtained show that the incidence of RINU is not related to

IMRT dose-volume in the treatment of primary NPC. The incidence of RINU was

found to be related to nutritional status during and after radiation therapy.

Level of Evidence: 2a
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is a common malignant tumor of

the head-and-neck region among populations in Southeast Asia and

southern China.1,2 Radiation therapy is currently the gold-standard

treatment for NPC because of the ease with which NPC invades sur-

rounding tissues, as well as the tumor's sensitivity to radiation.3,4 In

recent years, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) has been

used with increasing frequency. IMRT allows physicians to target the

tumor region, which decreases the dose of radiation administered and

thus spares adjacent organs.4-7

However, use of IMRT to treat NPC is associated with complica-

tions, including hematological and nonhematological toxicity. Non-

hematological toxicity may result in radiation dermatitis, radiation

mucositis, gastrointestinal issues, and/or nasopharyngeal ulcer. Of

these complications, nasopharyngeal ulcer carries the most risk for

mortality. Ulcers caused by exposure of tissue surrounding the naso-

pharynx (eg, mucosa, musculus longus capitis, parapharyngeal tissues,Zhaodong Fei and Taojun Chen contributed equally to this work.
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skull base) to radiation are known as radiation-induced nasopharyn-

geal ulcers (RINU). RINU are most dangerous when they involve the

carotid sheath—particularly when the internal carotid artery is

eroded.8-10 Although previous studies have posited that RINU is

related to the local administration of high doses of radiation during

tumor treatment,4 these studies focused on nasopharyngeal ulcers

induced by second-course or multicourse radiation therapy for NPC

recurrence. Few studies published to date have investigated RINU in

patients with primary NPC.11,12

NPC is a dose-dependent tumor, and studies have shown that

local failure commonly follows administration of the prescription

dose-volume of radiation therapy.13-15 The ability to define a sub-

volume of gross tumor volume prior to administering a boost dose of

radiation therapy may improve local control and survival rates.

This study was designed to determine whether there exists any

correlation between the incidence of RINU and the volume of high-

dose radiation administered during IMRT for primary NPC. The role of

nutritional indicators in patients with RINU is also investigated.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Patient characteristics

During the period from January 2014 to March 2016, 599 consecutive

patients who presented to our cancer center for treatment were included

in the study. For all patients enrolled in the study, the diagnosis of NPC

was confirmed by pathology. All patients had completed the entire

course of IMRT (Table 1). Patients with metastasis were excluded from

the study. Any other medical comorbidity was evaluated and controlled.

The pretreatment evaluation consisted of a detailed medical his-

tory, physical examination, dental evaluation, routine blood tests, bio-

chemical tests, EB viral DNA analysis, nasopharyngoscopy, magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) of the head and neck, chest computed

tomography (CT), ultrasonography of the abdomen, and bone emis-

sion computed tomography (ECT). In some cases, positron emission

tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) was performed to con-

firm the absence of distant metastasis.

2.2 | Target delineation

Target delineation was performed in accordance with the protocol in

place at our institution.5 Gross disease as determined by imaging, clin-

ical, and endoscopic findings was evaluated as primary gross tumor

volume (GTV-P) or gross tumor volume in involved lymph nodes

(GTV-N). Tissues felt to harbor the risk of microscopic disease were

evaluated as clinical target volume (CTV-1, CTV-2). CTV-1 was

defined as the high-risk region that included GTV as well as a margin

of 5-10 mm, including the nasopharyngeal mucosa (submucosal vol-

ume 5 mm). CTV-2 was defined as potentially involved regions includ-

ing the nasopharyngeal cavity, maxillary sinus, pterygopalatine fossa,

posterior ethmoid sinus, parapharyngeal space, skull base, anterior

third of the clivus and cervical vertebra, inferior sphenoid sinus, and

cavernous sinus. Clinical target volume of the neck nodal regions

(CTV-N) included disease at levels II-V, as recommended by the Radia-

tion Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) delineation consensus for head

and neck malignancies. The planning target volume was determined

by summing these volumes, each with an additional 3-mm margin.

This measure is designed to compensate for variability in the clinical

setup. The OAR included the brainstem, spinal cord, optic nerve, optic

chiasm, temporal lobe, crystal, as well as the parotid, pituitary, and

mandibular glands. A total dose of 6970-7000 cGy/31-35 fractions

was administered, at 200-225 cGy/fraction, to the planning target

volumes obtained for GTV-P and GTV-N. A total dose of

5950-6200 cGy/31-35 fractions at 170-200 cGy/fraction was admin-

istered to the planning target volume for CTV-1. A total dose of

5270-5600 cGy/31-35 fractions at 160-180 cGy/fraction was admin-

istered to the planning target volume for CTV-2 and CTV-N. The OAR

dose was limited as proposed by RTOG.

2.3 | Treatment plan

Images of the targeted tumor area and OAR were transmitted to the

pinnacle system for evaluation. The criteria for determining the pre-

scribed dose were as follows: PTV volume receiving ≥110% prescrip-

tion dose: < 20%; PTV volume receiving ≥120% prescription dose:

< 5%; PTV volume receiving <93% prescription dose: < 1%. No more

than 110% of the prescribed dose may be administered to areas

beyond the PTV. OAR dose was evaluated according to RTOG

criteria.

2.4 | Chemotherapy

Patients with T1-2N0 disease received radiation therapy only. Che-

motherapy, (including neoadjuvant chemotherapy, concurrent chemo-

therapy) was included in the treatment plan for patients with stage

T3-4 or N1-3 disease. Patients at stage T1-4N1-3M0 underwent two

concurrent cycles of platinum-based chemotherapy. Patients with

stage III-IV disease underwent 2-4 cycles of neoadjuvant chemother-

apy prior to radiation therapy.

TABLE 1 Patients' characteristics

Characteristic No. of patients (%)

Age (years)

Median 45

Range 11-72

Gender

Male 445 (74.3%)

Female 154 (25.7%)

TNM stage

T1/T2/T3/T4 41/149/221/188 (6.8/24.9/36.9/31.4%)

N0/N1/N2/N3 204/267/96/32 (34.1/44.5/16.1/5.3%)

I/II/III/IV 22/132/244/201 (3.7/22.0/40.7/33.6%)
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The neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimen consisted of TP

(paclitaxol plus cisplatin) and GP (gemcitabine plus cisplatin).

Ultimately, 72.5% (434/599) of patients underwent 1-3 cycles of

neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and 59.9% (359/599) of patients under-

went 1-2 cycles of concurrent chemotherapy.

2.5 | Evaluation during treatment

During the period when they were receiving radiation therapy,

patients underwent blood and biochemical testing, weight measure-

ment (at least once a week), and nasopharyngoscopy (at least once

every 2 weeks). Upon completion of radiation therapy, patients also

underwent MRI for visualization of the nasopharynx and adjacent

structure.

2.6 | Follow-up after treatment

Within 3 months after radiation therapy, patients were followed with

blood and biochemical testing, weight measurement (at least twice a

week), and nasopharyngoscopy (at least every 6 weeks). MRI of the

head and neck was performed within 3 months after radiation ther-

apy. Regular follow-up was conducted every 3 months during the first

2 years after treatment. The end-points of observation included ulcer,

death, recurrence and/or metastasis requiring re-treatment.

2.7 | Diagnostic criteria for nasopharyngeal ulcer

Ulceration of the nasopharynx and surrounding tissues (eg, mucous

membrane, cephalus longus, parapharyngeal tissue, skull base) was

visualized by nasopharyngoscopy and/or MRI. MRI and other imaging

examinations were diagnosed by two independent radiographers.4

Figure 1 depicts a typical case of RINU.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 13.0 statistical soft-

ware (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Findings with P < .05 were consid-

ered statistically significant. An ROC curve was used to determine the

best cut-off point for clinical application. Baseline characteristics were

compared within groups using the Chi-square test or Fisher's exact

test for categorical variables and the t-test for continuous variables.

Li et al. previously reported that a D3cc (dose to 3 mL of the

nasopharynx) of 7367 cGy should be considered as the upper limit for

dose tolerance of the nasopharynx. To avoid the development of

RINU among NPC patients, this limit should be considered during

optimization of the IMRT treatment plan.4 In our study, the tumor vol-

ume exposed to 7400 cGy was selected for investigation of the rela-

tionship between radiation dose and risk for nasopharyngeal ulcer. A

total of 299 patients (the first subgroup) were randomly selected to

provide the derivation data. Validation data were obtained from

F IGURE 1 MRI for one patient with T4N1M0. The patient had undergone 2 cycles of neoadjuvant chemotherapy and 2 cycles of concurrent
chemotherapy. A, RINU were observed by nasopharyngoscopy. B–E, Transverse contrast T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI revealed an
irregular nasopharyngeal cavity and destruction of the soft tissue, with the formation of large ulcer on the left posterior wall of the nasopharynx
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evaluations of the remaining 300 patients (the second subgroup). The

cut-off point was determined by analyzing ROC curves derived from

the derivation data. These data provide criteria for choosing the “opti-

mal” threshold value, defined as the value yielding the highest possible

value for “sensitivity + specificity – 1”.16 The validation data were

then divided into two groups, according to the ideal cut-off point for

the tumor volume exposed to 7400 cGy. A Chi-square test was used

to test the differences in the incidence of RINU among groups of

patients exposed to various dose-volumes of radiation.

The “high dose-volume ratio” is the ratio of tumor volume

exposed to ≥7400 cGy as a fraction of gross tumor volume. The

threshold for high dose-volume ratio was determined by ROC curves

from the derivation data of 299 patients. A Chi-square test was used

to test for the significance of differences in the incidence of RINU

among patients with various dose-volume ratios, as determined from

the derivation data for the remaining 300 patients. Figure 2 illustrates

the above process in a simplified sequence flow diagram.

Depending on the residual tumor volume as visualized with radi-

ography, some patients received boost doses. Boost started within

1 week after the first course radiation treatment. Partial cases were

verified by pathology. A Chi-square test was used to determine the

significance of differences in the incidence of RINU between patients

who had received boost doses, compared with patients who had not.

Nutrition indicators including hemoglobin and body mass index

(BMI) were analyzed. Deterioration in nutritional status during treat-

ment and recovery after treatment were compared between patients

with vs without RINU. Multivariate analysis was used to identify fac-

tors associated with RINU.

3 | RESULTS

The median follow-up time was 24 months (range, 9-32 months). At

the end of the follow-up period, 56 patients had died, 43 patients had

developed local and/or regional lymph node recurrence, and

62 patients had distant metastasis. During the follow-up period, nine

patients developed nasopharyngeal ulcers. One of these cases

occurred at the end of radiation therapy; the other eight cases

occurred 4-7 months after radiation therapy. The characteristics of

nine patients with RINU are shown in Table 2.

A derivation group comprising 299 patients was evaluated with

ROC curves. “The tumor volume exposed to 7400 cGy” was used as

the “test variable,” and “whether the patients developed RINU” was

used as the result variable. Use of this approach ultimately yielded a

cut-off point of 23.55 cm3. The validation data from 300 patients

were then divided into two groups: D23.55 cc (dose to 23.55 mL of

the nasopharynx) > 7400 cGy and D23.55 cc ≤7400 cGy. A Chi-

square test was used to test for differences in the incidence of RINU

between groups. There was no statistically significant difference

between groups (2/223 vs 3/77, P = .209).

Using the derivation data for the group of 299 patients and the ran-

domization categories described above, the ROC curves were used to

determine the best cut-off point for the ratio of tumor volume exposed

to 7400 cGy to GTV. The optimal cut-off point was 26.82%. The valida-

tion data from 300 patients were then divided into two groups

(D26.82% > 7400 cGy and D26.82% ≤ 7400 cGy). A Chi-square test

was performed to test for differences in the incidence of RINU between

groups. No obvious statistical difference was identified (2/204 vs

3/96, P = .384).

Fifty-eight of 599 cases received boost doses because of residual

lesions after radiography. Partial cases were verified by pathological analy-

sis. Three cases were classified as T1, 12 as T2, 17 as T3, and 22 as T4.

The boost dose was 400-450 cGy/2f for 22 cases, 600-675 cGy/3f for

33 cases, 900 cGy/4f for one case, and 1000 cGy/5f for two cases. Mean

residual GTV was 26.58 ± 25.64 cm3 (range, 2.84-105.4 cm3); mean pri-

mary GTV was 98.51 ± 54.27 cm3 (range, 17.09-246.32 cm3). The mean

ratio of residual GTV to target volume was 16.43 ± 2% (range,

2.99-97.57%). Two cases developed RINU (2/58). Both of these patients

had stage-T4 disease, and both received the same boost dose of

600 cGy/3 f. Residual GTV was 12.22 (13.92% pre-GTV) in one case and

55.6 cm3 (43.53% pre-GTV) in the other. The Chi-square test was used to

compare the incidence of RINU in 58 patients who received boost doses

(2/58) and in 541 patients who did not receive boost doses (7/541). The

results showed that there was no significant difference between these

groups (2/58 vs 7/541, P = .225). In addition, there were seven cases

who developed ulcer in 188 patients with T4, therefore, we compared

the incidence of RINU in patients with T4 (7/188) and with not T4

(2/411) by the Chi-square test and the results showed that there was sig-

nificant difference between the two groups (7/188 vs 2/411, P = .005).F IGURE 2 Flow diagram of algorithm
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Nutritional indicators including hemoglobin and BMI were ana-

lyzed. The mean serum concentration of hemoglobin was 148

± 9.4 g/L (range, 133-165 g/L) and mean BMI was 22.81 ± 2.27

(range, 18.52-26.03) among nine patients with RINU before treat-

ment. The mean serum concentration of hemoglobin and mean BMI

was 145 ± 12.52 g/L (range 129-174 g/L) and 22.44 ± 2.84 (range,

15.01-29.02) for 590 patients without RINU before treatment,

respectively. There was no significant difference between groups

(P = .412; P = .667). During treatment, most patients presented with

anemia and weight loss because of associated complications. An

independent-samples t-test was performed to determine the signifi-

cance of between-group differences in the nutritional indicators stud-

ied. Hemoglobin level and BMI decreased even more in patients with

RINU than in patients without RINU (−46.1 ± 12.71 g/L vs −27.9

± 13.49 g/L, P < .001; −1.68 ± 0.51 vs –0.95 ± 0.72, P = .002). Three

months after treatment, hemoglobin and BMI were measured again.

The extent of recovery in patients with RINU was far more limited

than the extent of recovery in patients without RINU (−32.1

± 14.00 g/L vs −6.1 ± 10.00 g/L, P < .001; −2.55 ± 1.52 vs −0.88

± 0.97, P < .001).

Multivariate analysis was performed to identify significant rela-

tionships among the following factors: age, sex, T-stage, N-stage, che-

motherapy, tumor volume exposed to 7400 cGy, ratio of tumor

volume exposed to 7400 cGy to GTV, decreases in levels of hemoglo-

bin and BMI during treatment, and the extent of recovery of hemoglo-

bin levels and BMI 3 months after treatment. The major independent

prognostic factors were the recovery of hemoglobin [P = .001;

OR = 61.696 (95%CI: 5.663-672.193)] and BMI [P = .006; OR = 17.680

(95%CI: 2.244-139.315)] 3 months after treatment for RINU.

4 | DISCUSSION

Nasopharyngeal ulcer is a serious complication of radiation therapy

that affects some patients with NPC.4,8-10 Some scholars believe that

the formation of RINU may be caused by the rapid withdrawal of

nasopharyngeal tumors that had previously invaded surrounding

normal tissue after patients have undergone radiation therapy and the

failure of normal tissue to repair the area affected by the tumor.17

NPC is a dose-dependent tumor. Therefore, the survival of affected

patients may be significantly enhanced by increasing the radiation

dose administered to the target tumor volume. However, the pres-

ence of RINU limits the extent to which the dose of radiation may be

increased. Willner et al.18 evaluated the correlation between tumor

volume and the total dose necessary to obtain local control. The

results revealed a steep dose-response relationship. Hendrickson

et al.19 suggested that a higher dose to subvolumes significantly

increased the probability of tumor control for head and neck cancer.

We therefore sought to define a functional subregion of GTV for the

administration of boost doses of radiation therapy. A retrospective

analysis of the correlation between the volume of high-dose radiation

therapy and the incidence of RINU after primary IMRT for NPC is

therefore of practical significance.

According to previous reports, the risk of nasopharyngeal ulcer is

1-1.5% in patients who undergo an initial round of IMRT15,20 and

15.7-31.5% in patients with local recurrences who are re-irradiated

with IMRT.11,12 The accumulative radiation dose was significantly

associated with RINU in patients with recurrent NPC who had been

treated with IMRT. Notably, RINU occurs at remarkably low rates in

patients with primary diagnosed NPC. The question of whether the

dose of radiation dose is the key factor affecting this finding remains

to be determined. Our results showed that the incidence of RINU was

1.5% (9/599), which is in agreement with previous studies.

One previous study demonstrated that naive NPC patients treated

with D3cc > 7367 cGy were more likely to develop nasopharyngeal ulcer

after receiving IMRT.4 We therefore sought to determine whether there

was a relationship between radiation dose-tumor volume and risk of

RINU. Firstly, we used the ROC curve to identify D23.55 cc = 7400 cGy

as the cut-off point for assessing risk of RINU. The results showed no sig-

nificant difference in risk for RINU between the D23.55 cc > 7400 cGy

group and the D23.55 cc ≤7400 cGy group (P = .209). Using the

same approach, we evaluated the relationship between risk for RINU

and the ratio of tumor volume exposed to 7400 cGy to GTV.

D26.82% = 7400 cGy was identified as the optimal cut-off point.

TABLE 2 The characteristics of nine patients with RINU

No Sex Stage
Prescription
dose(cGy)

Boost

Dose
(cGy)

The time occurred
the ulcer Pre-BMI Pre-Hgb Min-BMI Min-Hgb

BMI

(3 months
after RT)

Hgb

(3 months
after RT)

1 F T4N1 6996/33f 0 at the end of RT 26.0 144 23.1 80 23.1 111

2 M T4N2 6996/33f 0 6 months after RT 24.9 154 23.1 110 25.6 138

3 M T4N1 6996/33f 0 5 months after RT 22.0 133 20.6 100 17.3 120

4 M T4N2 6970/34f 0 4 months after RT 21.7 155 19.8 103 19.8 114

5 M T4N2 7000/35f 600/3f 5 months after RT 24.3 147 23.8 94 19.8 110

6 M T4N2 7000/35f 600/3f 4 months after RT 21.5 147 19.8 84 18.8 84

7 M T3N0 6996/33f 0 6 months after RT 18.5 135 18.1 105 15.8 108

8 M T2N2 6975/31f 0 4 months after RT 21.3 151 20.2 103 18.8 117

9 M T4N2 6996/33f 0 7 months after RT 25.1 165 24.7 137 23.4 140

Abbreviations: Min-BMI/Hgb, the minimum of BMI/Hgb during treatment; BMI, body mass index; Hgb, hemoglobin.
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Radiation of this dose-volume did not increase risk for RINU among

patients with a high exposure to a high dose of radiation (P = .384).

Yan et al.21 studied the incidence of nasopharyngeal necrosis in

53 patients with NPC after radiation therapy. In most patients, necrosis

was found in regions T3-4. The authors suggest that the intimate corre-

lation between T-staging and risk for ulcer may reflect the difference in

the dose prescribed for T3-4 (7040 cGy) vs T1-2 (6600 cGy). High-dose

radiation may increase risk for ulcer. In our study, the Chi-square test

between the incidence of RINU in patients with T4 and with not T4

showed that there was significant difference between the two groups

(P = .005). The results supported the point that T-staging is associated

with the risk for ulcer. However, in our study, the prescribed dose for

T3-4 was 6970-7000 cGy; the prescribed dose for T1-2 was 6975 cGy;

there was no difference between T-stages. Among 58 patients with

residual lesions after radiography who were given boost doses of

400-1000 cGy after completion of the prescribed dose, only two devel-

oped ulcer. Statistical analysis revealed no rise in risk for ulcer with the

administration of high-dose radiation (P = .225). When these findings

are viewed in the context of results reported by others, dose does not

appear to be a significant risk factor for ulcer in NPC patients who have

undergone an initial round of IMRT. Therefore, we think that patients

with T4 have higher risk for ulcer may because the local advanced

tumor has a wider range of invasion and a wider range of receiving

radiotherapy. Simultaneously, the relationship between the incidence of

RINU and T-staging was not observed on multivariable analyses, we

considered that this may be attributable to a certain collinearity

between independent variables, during use of multiple independent

variables for regression and that some independent variables with col-

linearity will be automatically eliminated. In another word, the results of

our study implied that defining a subregion of GTV for the administra-

tion of a boost dose of radiation therapy may improve clinical outcomes

without any associated increase in risk for RINU.

Yan et al.21 noted that most patients with nasopharyngeal ulcer

have anemia and suggested that malnutrition may play an important

role in the incidence of nasopharyngeal ulcer. Our study evaluated the

role of nutritional indicators, including hemoglobin and BMI, in the

incidence of RINU. Hemoglobin levels and BMI have decreased more

among patients with RINU than among patients without RINU (−46.1

± 12.71 vs −27.9 ± 13.49, P < .001; −1.68 ± 0.51 vs −0.95 ± 0.72,

P = .002). After 3 months of therapy, these parameters remained fur-

ther from baseline levels in patients with RINU, compared with

patients without RINU (−32.1 ± 14.00 vs −6.1 ± 10.00, P < .001;

−2.55 ± 1.52 vs −0.88 ± 0.97, P < .001). We therefore speculated

that nutritional supports are vital to prevent RINU. Malnutrition may

result in hypoxia, necrosis, and delayed tissue healing, which can facili-

tate the development of RINU. The pain caused by RINU and other

common treatment-related problems (eg, mucositis, nausea, vomiting,

xerostomia) may also result in compromised food intake, leading to

unintentional weight loss or even malnutrition during treatment.22-25

This can cause a vicious circle from ulcer accompanied by pain and

infection, to inadequate nutrient intake, to delayed ulcer healing. Mal-

nutrition and insufficient oxygen may lead to tissue breakdown and

development of a chronic, nonhealing wound.26 Enhancing nutritional

support for patients with a primary diagnosis of IMRT may therefore

help to decrease the incidence of RINU.

5 | CONCLUSION

The study demonstrated that the incidence of RINU is not related pri-

marily to regular doses of radiation but is associated with nutritional

status during radiation therapy and recovery after radiation therapy.

Enhancing nutritional support for newly diagnosed patients treated

with IMRT may therefore help to decrease the incidence of RINU.

Therefore, it is suggested that patients should pay more attention to

nasopharyngeal care and nutritional support during and after radiation

therapy.
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